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MAYA TJME
Cycl ically linking gods, kings and corn, the Maya calendar bears no
evidence for pop culture 's doomsday readings of the year 2012.

BY ANNA BLUME
ALTHOUGH HE BURNED thousands
of Maya books in the Yucatan in
1562 and tortured Maya scr ibes,
even the Spanish bishop Diego de
Landa marveled at that culture's
concepts and representations of
time. Three hundred years later, the
first Maya glyphs deciphered by
scholars like Ernst Fbrstemann and
J.T. Goodman in the few books that
survived Landa's fury were numbers
used for astro nom ica l calculations .
Well into the 20th century, Mayanists
persisted in the presumpt ion that the
Maya were essentially stargazers,
more interested in the confluence of
ce lestia l cycles than in the contingencies of everyday life.
It was at the University of Penn sylvania Museum of Archaeology
and Anthropology in the 1930s that
a young architect turn ed Mayanist,
Tatiana Proskouriakoff (1909-1985).
began researching the Maya site
of Piedras Negras, in Mexico. Her
work culminated in a 1960 publication in which she affirmed that the
Maya were, and to that day remained,
masters of calendrics. However, she
argued , not only were they watching
heavenly bodies but also quotidian
existence. Proskouriakoff 's alternative
reading of dates revealed that ancient
Maya rulers suppo rted a scribal class
that had carved into stone royal births,
ascensio ns and deaths along a continuum of time that stretched deep
into both the past and the future. 1
Fifty years later, in this same museum ,
Mayanists Loa Traxler and Simon Martin
have curated an exhibition whose central
purpose is to engage a broad audience
in a Proskouriakoffian understanding of

CURRENTLY ON VIEW
"MAYA 2012: Lords of Time," at the
University of Pennsylva nia Museum
of Archaeolog y and Ant hropology,
Philade lphi a, through Jan. 13, 2013.

Ceramic censer lid depicting Copan
founder K'inich Yax K'uk' Mo', ca . 695,
28 by 16 by 15 inches. Cou rtesy Honduran
Institute of Anthropology and Hi sto ry.

Maya time as expressed in theological,
astronomical and historical terms. With
psychics and soothsayers announcing
the end of the world in 2012 , citing
the Maya as their source, Traxler
and Martin organized "MAYA 2012:
Lords of Tim e" to expose the fallacy
of this prediction, dispelling it through

an immersive demonstration of the
mechanics and uses of Maya time .
Within three large galleries of
a museum dedicated as much to
archeology as to art, the curato rs
have mounted displays that range
from extraordinary objects such as
an eccentric flint still covered in bits
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of the cloth it was wrapped in before
its burial, to interactive digital installations . Throughout the show, this
oscillation between esthetic contemplation and media stimulation
has an odd and jarring effect. At one
moment, we are fully absorbed in
contemplating an original, exqu isite
object, drawn in by its aura; at the
next , we are manipulating a large
touch screen that leads us through
an excavated tomb. Clearly, this is an
exhibition aimed not only at various
age groups, but also at cultivating
very different and sometim es antithetical kinds of looking and thinking.
Grounding our respect for Maya systems through an analogic sympathy, the
curators begin by teaching us how to
calculate our Gregorian-calendar birth
dates according to the equally precise
Maya system of counting days. We learn
that the Maya did not predict any kind
of cataclysm on Dec. 21 , 2012, let alone
the end of the world or a profound new
beginning, as many have claimed. For the
Maya, this date merely marks the completion of one very long period of 5,125
years, similar to our own turn of a millennium. As far as we know from the many
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ancient Maya calendars found in books,
on stone monuments and, most recently,
in painted murals at Xultun in northern
Guatemala, excavated in 2011, the Maya
were profoundly interested in the unit
of the single day and in sequences of
days. These they would count and record
to represent, predict and correlate the
observable movements of the sun and
moon , Venus and Mars. The Maya literally
bundled their days into diverse quantities
and patterns, with time itself having no
set beginning or end.
AFTER THESE LESSONS in Maya
calendrics , the exhibition shifts into a
magnificent display of sculpture, mostly from the Classic Maya site of Co pan
in present-day Honduras, where archeologists from the Penn Museum , the
Peabody at Harvard and the ln stituto
Hondurefio de Antropologia e Historia
(Honduran In stitute of Anthropology
and History) have worked together
intensively since 1989. Here the curators develop the theme of "Lords of
Time," revealing how, through the
mediation of ceramic vessels, carved
monuments, and item s of durable
stone and iridescent shell, scribes and

Above, a sto ne altar excavated
in Honduras, showing the royal
successio n of 16 ki ngs from th e
Classic dynasty of Copan, ca. 776.
Opposite top, a ce ramic deer
vesse l, 15 1'2 by 18 by 10 14 inches,
and a ca rved shell lad le, 3 Y2 by
4 Y2 by 1'l' in ches, both ca . 437,
from th e Hunal Tomb, Co pan.
Opposite bottom, two pai nted
ceramic and stu cco vessels, ca.
551, eac h 11 14 inc hes tall , fro m th e
J ub- Jag uar Tomb, Co pan.
Ph otos th is spread Kenneth Garrett.

artists glorified the lives and power of
rulers by specifically connecting their
daily existences to carefully mappedout celestial cycles . Monumentalized in
stone or represented in delicate carvings
on smal l objects, powerful individuals
were linked to astronomical phenomena.
Two essential motifs , water and maize
(corn) , which are intrinsically associated
with cyc les of rainfall and harvesting,
are dominant in representations of rulership and power in most Classic Maya
cities, including Copan . Copan 's first
ruler, K'inich Yax K'uk' Mo ' (reigned
426-37), is portrayed as the rain god
Tlaloc, with his di stinctive goggle eyes,
on the 28-inch-tall lid of a large 7th-

century ceramic censer, one of many
such ruler portraits buried in tombs
or displayed during public ceremonies. Censers like this one would waft
incense smoke through the pyramid
complex , where gathered participants
and spectators included the maize
farmers who also quarried the stone
foundations of the city and dredged
the mud that would later be sifted into
the fine clay used in ceramics .
Just as rulers at Copan were
depicted with godlike attributes, gods
were often personified as rulers . The
show 's sculpted volcanic-tuff image
of the maize god is one of several
portrayals that were set into the upper
facades of architectural structures
throughout Copan. Here he has an
oval -shaped face and high forehead
framed with large circular ear flares ,
standard markers of ideal beauty in
images of rulers and members of the
court. He wears a pendant of the sun
god around his neck, which indicates
that even the maize god pays homage to the sun. The Maya conceived
of maize as grown in one seaso n,
cut down and "sacrificed" as food in
another, on ly to rise again , echoing
in the span of the seasons the overarching rhythm of the daily birth and
death of the sun.

While rulers were understood as
deriving their power from association
with the gods, their worldly strength
was forged in political alliances within
and outside Maya territories . Such alliances were ensured by gifts or trade
goods such as those found in K'inich
Yax K'uk' Mo's tomb, which included
ceramics from distant city-states. Here,
for example, archeologists discovered

NOW SUSPENDED
IN TIME, THE BODY
OF THE DEER SERVES
AS AN OFFERING
VESSEL FOR CACAO,
A CHOCOLATE DRINK
AT THE CENTER OF
MAYA MYTHOLOGY.

a deer-shaped ceramic vessel, fired in
an earthen mound, which had originated in the Kaminaljuyu region, over
186 miles west. It was found contain ing the remains of cacao and a refined
shell scoop in the shape of a hand.
The deer is shown with its eyes wide
open, ears perked, nostrils flared and
tongue sticking out over its lower teeth ,
a representation similar to drawn and
painted images of deer being hunted
in landscapes on other Maya vessels .
This particular object renders the deer
on its side with its legs stretched out,
as if the animal were experiencing its
last intensely present moment of life.
Now suspended in time, the body of
the deer serves as an offering vessel for
cacao, a chocolate drink at the center
of Maya mythology. Dying like the sun
every evening or the maize god with
each harvest of corn, the deer gives
itself over as part of an elaborate offering that is understood as yieldin g the
daily return of sun, maize and all that is
important for the sustenance of life.
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FOUND BENEATH THE third tier of
Temple 16 in 1993, the Margarita
Tomb was uncovered by Penn archeologists with an intact, painted stu cco
facade in which glyphs spell out
K'inich Yax K'uk' Mo's name, transcribed as two birds intertwined, both
peering out of one eye, an image of
the sun god in their mouths . For the
exhibition, curators commissioned a
3-0 model made from optical scans of
the facade , which remains in Copan.
Replicas have a long history in the
study of Maya archeology, but a
methodology that began with plaster
casts has radically changed wit h technologies that allow for an uncanny
degree of verisim ilitude. The dimmed
light of the exhibition space confounded the differences between repli ca
and artifact, adding to the already
disorienting effect of the show as a
whole, and raising questions about
the ontological status and meaning of
decontext ualized objects .
Among the last of the ninth -ce ntury
objects in the exhibition is the large
stone Stela 11, on loan from the
Honduran In stitute of Anthropology
and History, and the tibia bone of a
deer. Both represent the late ruler
of Copan, Yax Pasaj (reigned 763810). After carving the deer tibia , the
Maya carefully buried it in a cache
that included bird bones , human teeth
and obsidian blades . For the Maya,
the ground, as well as the inner layers of temples , was the site for the
continued life of objects; meaning was
amplified rather than stifled in burial.
Incised on the cylindrical surface of the
bone is an image of Yax Pasaj standing above a female attendant dressed
in a jaguar-pelt skirt. He appears to
lean on her shoulder as he stands tall
above a glyph of the planet Venus .
This indicates that he is in the third
katun (the 60th year) of his life, with
his days co unted and his body placed
as if he, too, were a planet. Here, 400
years after the first ruler of Copan was
buried with a ceramic deer vessel, we
have one of the last rulers of the city
memorialized through the agency of an
actual fragment of an animal that was
as ubiquitous within Maya territories as
it was and would remain within Maya
imag ination. Just one ruler after Yax
Pasaj. the Maya of Copan abandoned
their city, as was common across the
low lands at the end of the Classic period. Maize farmers were no longer able
or willing to support the elite cu lture
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A carved deer tibia bone
depicting the ruler of Copan,
Yax Pasaj, ca. 820, 11 14 inches
tall. Photo Justin Kerr.

they had sacrificed so much to sustain
for some four centuries.
ALONG WITH THE 2012 end of days,
another myth that the show addresses
and dispels is that, with the fall of
their cities in the ninth century, the
Maya disappeared. To counter this
oft-held perception, the last room of
the exhibition begins with a wall of
polyc hrome wooden masks carved by
modern-day Maya, who wear them in
the privacy of their homes or in public
squares when they perform their bailes
(dances). These take place on days
that are still counted according to the
oldest Maya calendar of 260 days,
and that have been coordinated over
time with the Christian calendar's feast
days for saints. If we look carefully at
the masks, similar to those on display
today in the markets of Panaj ache l or
San Cristobal, we can trace into the
present a history of Maya beliefs and
practices, from ancient dances to
colonial satires featuring brass conquistadores and heroic Maya warriors.
They are a testament not only to the
continued presence of the Maya, but
to their ongoing efforts at shaping their
beliefs and understanding history. For

the Maya, the conquest that began with
Landa's book-burning has not ended;
they dance it over and over again in
commemoration , even as they engage .
in the broader complexities of a political, economic and cultural present that
remains hostile to their existence.
One mask, representing a deer, has
actual antlers lodged in the gray-painted
wood . Such masks are worn in the dance
of the deer and jaguar that is still performed in the town of Santiago Atitlim
in Guatemala. In this dance, the deer
offers up its life to the jaguar, which in
turn sacrifices itself in the water at night,
just as the sun sets into the ocean. It is
one of the many dances depicted on the
surfaces of Classic Maya pots. Claude
Levi-Strauss wrote that "natural species
are chosen not because they are 'good
to eat' but because they are 'good to
think."' 2 Still an active element in Maya
life, the lessons of sacrifice as represented by the deer remain an elusive
cipher of Maya thought.
We imagine the Maya as having a
secret to tell us about the moment
we li ve in. Yet our misinformed beliefs
that the Maya are extinct and that
they predicted our extinction in 2012
are dual aspects of a single mindset.
We imagine the Maya speaking to us
from a grave on the other side of a
fallen civilization . Perhaps we hope
that our civ ilization w ill also fall in a
mysterious instant and thus relieve
us of the burden of an overwhelming
present and inconceivable future.
In the highlands of Central America,
where over five million Maya still speak
over 30 different Maya dialects, not
only are the Maya alive and well, butastoundingly-they have maintained a
certain self-sufficiency and continuity
with the past. No longer pyramidbuilders, but still maize famers, they
remind us that Maya time is a very real
and complex matter of corn, animals
and humans, whose lives unfold in the
ongoing sequence of days. o
1 Tatiana Proskouriakoff,
"Hi storical Im plicati ons of a
Pattern of Dates at Piedras
Negras, Guatemala," American
Antiquity, vo l. 25, 1960,
pp . 454-75. 2 Claude LeviStrauss, Totemism, trans.
R. Needham , Boston , Beacon
Pre ss, 1963, p. 89.
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